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Sadat, dignitaries slain by men in army fatigues
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - President
Anwar Sadat was assassinated
yesterday by men in army fatigues who leaped from a Jeep
and poured automatic rifle fire on
a reviewing stand during a military parade commemorating the
1973 war with Israel. The raiders
were said to have killed nine other
people and wounded 22, including
foreign dignitaries and three
American officers.
The attackers also were said to
have shouted, "Glory to Egypt"
and veiled "agents and intruders"
at foreigners in the reviewing
stand. One report said three of the
raiders were killed and three arrested, but another report said
one attacker was killed and five
arrested.
Their identities were not immediately disclosed.
The 62-year-old Sadat had enemies at home and throughout the
Middle East because of His peace
treaty with Israel and his recent
crackdown on hundreds of opposition figures suspected of fomenting Christian-Moslem strife in
Egypt.
THE REVIEWING stand was Uttered with bullet-riddled armchairs and bloodied dignitaries
were thrown into pandemonium
by the attack. It occurred shortly
before 1 p.m. during a low flyby
by iet fighters.
Vice President Hosni Mubarak
announced a one-year state of
emergency and told the nation in
a TV address announcing the
death of Sadat: "We are accustomed to these wounds and we
believe in God's will and we will
continue in the name of the spirit
and soul of our leader and our

constitution that we will abide by
all treaties and commitments
made."
Mubarak was named by the
ruling National Democratic Party
as the candidate for president in
elections in about two months. In
the interim, the government will
be headed by the speaker of parliament, Sufi Abu Taleb. There
were no outward signs of alarm in
Cairo, other than deployment of
anti-riot police, which was considered a normal precaution. Islamic
prayers were read on state radio
and television and Cairo residents
appeared calm.
IN WASHINGTON, President
Reagan said with the death of
Sadat "America has lost a close
friend, the world has lost a great
statesman and mankind has lost a
champion of peace ... In a world
filled with hatred, he was a man of
hope."
Reagan said the assassination
was an act of "cowardly infamy
... Today, the people of the United
States join with the people of
Egypt and all those who long for a
better world in mourning the
death of Anwar Sadat."
In Jerusalem, Israeli Prime
Minister Menachem Begin said he
hoped the U.S. -sponsored peace
process would continue "as President Sadat would have wanted
with all his heart. I have lost not
only a partner in the peace process but also a friend.
BUT HARD-LINE Arabs reacted with joy, firing rifles in the air
in Lebanon to celebrate the death
of the man who signed the peace
treaty with Israel. The Palestine
Liberation Organization's security chief, Abu Iyad, said he would
"shake the hand of he who pulled

the trigger."
In Beirut, one caller told news
agencies that the Independent Organization for the Liberation of
Egypt was responsible for the
attack, but few knowledgable people in Lebanon had heard of the
group before. Another caller said
the Rejection Front for the Liberation of Arab Egypt was responsible. He said it was headed by the
former Egyptian army chief of
staff, Lt. Gen. Saadeddin Shazli.
This too was not confirmed.
First official word that Sadat
was assassinated was given by
presidential adviser Mansour
Hassan after emerging from a
meeting with six top officials,
including Mubarak. Asked by reK>rters if Sadat was dead or alive,
assan said, "dead." He said the
funeral would be held "in a few
days."

"... In a world filled
with hatred, he was
a man of hope."
-President Reagan
ACCORDING to witnesses, the
attack was launched by at least
six men in uniform who opened
fire with assault rifles from a jeep
that was towing an artillery piece
in the parade. Reporters said
three of the men then jumped out
of the jeep and raced toward the
reviewing stand, continuing to
fire their rifles and hurling at
least one grenade.
The Egyptian Foreign Ministry
official, who requested anonymity, said Foreign Ministry offi-

cials and others were wounded,
including the Belgian ambassador, Claude Ruelle, and Ireland's
defense minister, James Tully.
DEFENSE MINISTER Abdel
Halim Abu Ghazalla and Mubarak, who was on the other side of
Sadat in the reviewing stand,
were unharmed, Egyptian officials said.
Associated Press photographer
William Foley, who was on the
scene, said the attackers kept
firing from the shoulder, and "no
one was sure it was real for a few
seconds, then all hell .broke
loose."
Several thousand spectators in
the reviewing stand fled in panic
as the attackers opened fire.
The soldiers charged as six lowflying jetfighters flew over the
reviewing stand, spewing colored
smoke in an aerobatic exhibition.
They continued performing, their
pilots apparently unaware of the
confusion below.
SADAT took over after the
death of Gamel Abdel Nasser in
1970. Within three years he
crushed one internal revolt
against him, expelled 15,000 Soviet advisers and started turning
Egypt's orientation from the Soviet Union to the United States.
He stunned the world in November 1977 when he declared he
would go to the ends of the earth,
"even to the Israeli Knesset (parliament) to discuss peace if it
would save even one Egyptian
soldier."
Less than two weeks later, Sadat was in Israel, electrifying his
own nation and horrifying most
other Arab leaders.

Faculty Senate adopts resolution

Student seat in faculty groups opposed
by Scott Sleek
and Marie Cisterino
A resolution recommending
faculty to oppose the students'
right to have membership on
faculty decision-making committees, as is provided for in
the newly-drafted student constitution, waspassed yesterday
during a Faculty Senate
meeting.
The motion passed with a 50-5
vote. Only two faculty members voted against adopting the
resolution along with the three
student representatives.
The resolution states that an
assertion of students' right to
representation on all policymaking committees and groups
is in conflict with provisions in
the Academic Charter.
A MOTION was first passed
that omitted a part of the resolution dealing with "full-voting" representation on these
committees.
Dana Kortokrax, acting president of the student body, said
the clause that Faculty Senate
voted to oppose states that students should have the right to
vote on committees that "directly affect the welfare of the
undergraduate student body"
and added that it does not mean
all faculty committees.
She referred to other parts of
the document that state that the
student governing body is to be
representative of all students.
DR. BOX REYNOLDS, a
professor in educational administration and supervision and
one of the two faculty members
who voted against the resolution, said he agreed "with the

Weather

motion that students should
have the right to participate in
the government of the University°'
"I don't interpret the
statement in the student's constitution as being a threat to the
normal process of faculty asserting its rights regarding tenure, promotion and pay,"
Reynolds, who was chairman of
Faculty Senate last year, said.
"Who gets to make those decisions has been a concern to
faculty for a long, long time,"
Richard Ward, chairman of
Faculty Senate, said. "So it's
not surprising that faculty
would be reluctant to expand
the groups involved in those
decisions."
In response to comments
made by some faculty members that students sitting on
faculty decision making bodies
such as salary committees do
not show up at meetings, Kortokrax said she has been on
Faculty Senate for three years
and that students have always
abstained from voting on faculty salaries.
She said students simply did
not show up at some meetings
because there was nothing on
the agenda concerning them.
And she said the faculty votes
"out of some stereotype" that
students do not fully participate.
Bruce Johnson, academic affairs coordinator of the constitution steering committee, said
the Faculty Senate thinks it is a
privilege for students to sit on
these committees, but the
steering committee believes
that it is a right.

InsideReagan

Sunny. High mid to upper
50a, low upper 30s.
Chance of rain 20 percent.

atmosphere
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Egyptian President Anwar Sadat, shown here in • 1980 photo, was
assassinated In Cairo, Egypt yesterday -

Egypt's future vague
after assassination
by David Sigworth
News staff reporter
It will take a few days for the
global effects of the assassination
of Egyptian President Anwar Sadat to begin to surface, according
to Dr. Benjamin N. Muego, assistant professor of international relations.
"With Sadat gone, there's going
to be - in the aftermath - a Tot of
uncertainty," Muego, also a lecturer for the Foreign Service Institute of the State Department,
said.
<
But an immediate impact will
be felt in the Mideast, he said,
where Sadat was a "lynchpin" to
the peace process and to the foreign policy of the United States in
the region.

staff photo by Dsan Kospllsr

Dana Kortokrax, acting student government president, appears disillusioned as members of the faculty senate passed a
resolution, 50-5, opposing full voting representation for
students on all policy-making committees, as provided for in
the newly drafted student government constitution.

Howard-Merriam
speaks on Sadat
Page 3

MUEGO SAID Egypt is "vital
because she is one of the main
actors in the so-called Camp David peace process. And she is a
vital cog in American foreign policy, vis-a-vis the Soviet Union."
Muego used the upgraded U.S.
military facilities in Ras Banas as
an example of Sadat's assistance
to U.S. foreign policy.
The orientation of the new government - be it to the left or to the
right - will be of crucial interest,
Muego said. Another important
factor will be the answer to "How
widespread is the support for this;
among the coup, among the political establishment and among the
people themselves?"

rejectionist Middle Eastern
states, such as Jordan and Syria,
Muego said. And it also would
lean hack to the Soviet Union, of
whose Egyptian ties were undone
by Sadat.
But Muego speculated that new
Egyptian policy would not show
Soviet favoritism but, at worst,
take an even-handed policy to the
East and the West.
"THEY'RE DEPENDENT on the
United States for economic aid,"
he said. " They're dependent on
the United States for military aid.
There's no indication that they
will re-embrace the Soviet
Union."
If Vice President Hosni Mubarak succeeds, Muego said, there
probably will not be a radical
turnaround of Egyptian foreign
policy, to the delight of the Reagan camp. Only if leftist organizers gain control will a radical
turnaround be a possibility, he
said.
The assassination also will further complicate the United States'
sale of AWACS to Saudi Arabia.
Muego said. As an example of
instability in that part of the
world, the assassination "reinforces the position of those opposed to the sale in the first
place," he explained.

BUT, HE ADDED, the assassination could help Reagan push the
sale through, if the president can
convince Congress it should rally
A MOVE to the left - or back behind him in the event of a crisis.
toward the pre-Sadat status quo "And that will depend on how
would be devastating to Reagan the individual members of Conpolicy, Muego said.
gress will react to the event,"
That new policy would favor the Muego said.

Sadat set
precedent
Page 5
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Opinion
Sadat assassination
a threat to peace
Is the world in serious trouble?
In the last six months, three world leaders have been the
targets for assassins' bullets. Two escaped death. The third
did not.
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat was shot yesterday
Egyptian soldiers when he was reviewing a parade in
ro. His personal secretary, Fawzi Abdel-Hafez, was
killed, according to Egyptian officials, and several others
were hit by the gunfire.
It is sad to think that a man who said in 1977 that he
would go to the ends of the earth to discuss peace if it would
save even one Egyptian soldier, was gunned down by those
soldiers.
Isn't peace what we are all aiming for?
Killing a world leader is not a solution for peace - but
for war.
Now that Sadat is dead, the fate of the world hangs in
the balance. Another stone is thrown at the glass house of
peace.
The glass splinters could cut the thin thread linking
Israel and Egypt. Without this link, turmoil and unrest
would erupt.
Sadat was a brave and courageous leader. He was not
afraid to speak out foi what he believed in. Even though it
was not popular, Sadat stood for peace with Israel.
What will happen now is anyone's guess. We can only
hope that the other Middle Eastern nations will think twice
before throwing any stones.

An internal conflict:
women vs. bankers
Focus
by Ellen Goodman
Syndicated Columnisl

CHICAGO--They are all
bankers sitting in front of me. A
thousand women, they range
around the banquet tables, their
ranks spotted with a few male
spouses and bosses.
It is an impressive number. A
thousand bank officers, all
meeting at The National Association of Banking Women.
The NABW is, I know, only one
among the hundreds of professional and business women's
groups founded during the first
wave of opportunity. Like the
others, it grew slowly for a half
century, as women inched their
way up the ladder, one by one.
Then, fueled by the women's
movement, its membership
catapulted in a decade from 10,000
to27;ooo.
But today, spending just a few
hours with some of these women, I
hear hints of a new uncertainty, a
fragility-even among women who
have made progress, who have
made "it." There is, everywhere,
a concern, sometimes subterranean, sometimes on the surface,
about whether the gains women
have made can survive the times.
The Women here are bankers.
The bankers here are women.
They would prefer that there was
no conflict between these two
pieces of their identity. Yet,
sometimes there is.
On my right, the thoughtful and
articulate president of the NABW,

Jane McGavock Smith of Richmond, Va., shares her concern
about the need to deregulate the
banks. We talk about the problems and pressures on banking
in this economy, and then go on to
talk about the problems and
pressures on women. She is. symbolically, a bank vice-president, a
compliance officer, and pregnant.
During the week, the women
hear Presidential Assistant
Elizabeth Dole enlist their support for Reagan economic programs. During the week, they also
near that the Reagan cuts in
social programs are directed
most harshly at women. Double
messages.
Half-a-dozen participants share
with me the fear, not of
Reaganomics but of Reaganatmosphere. It is harder for women,
even in the higher stratas, to
breath easily.
Alene Moris, a long-time consultant to the NABW and a 52-yearold Seattle feminist, worries that
once again the men in power have
been given "psychological permission" to discriminate against
women.
This news raises goosebumps
across the flesh of women who
have struggled up. Even those
who are "Not Feminists But" owe
their advance in part to the
women's movement. The average
NABW member came up the
ranks from bank teller. She rose
through affirmative atmosphere,
if not affirmative action. That
road, too, seems narrower now.
In a tight economy it is harder
for anyone to move. The gap between the women who have and
have not made it becomes increasingly harder to bridge.
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Negative advertising causing air pollution
If the air pollution problem on
the East Coast seems a little
worse than usual this fall, it may
be because of the gubernatorial
campaigns going on here in New
Jersey and down in Virginia. The
"negative advertising" in which
too much of the country was
surfeited last autumn is back
again, as polluting as ever, in this
year's only two statehouse
contests.
It is futile to rail against the
practice. But sometime,
somewhere, somebody is going to
have to reckon the costs of winning votes in a way that poisons the
whole political process.
In New Jersey, two men with
rather distinguished careers as
legislators are opposing each
other for governor. Thomas Kean,
the Republican, is a former
speaker of the assembly, a
political moderate with a long
family tradition of public service.
James Florio. the Democrat, is a
former state legislator who came
to the House of Representatives in
1974 and has built an enviable
record as a leader on transportation and environmental issues.
Both men have excellent personal reputations and both would
seem to nave some positive ideas
to offer.
But you listen to their campaign
ads, and this is what you hear:
From the Florio camp comes the
charge that Kean is involved (you
won't believe this) in a big-money
scheme to launch a dangerous
uranium mining venture in northern New Jersey. His tax plan is
all for Exxon and Gulf.
From the Kean camp, the reply
is that Florio is a hopeless bigspender and the political clone of
outgoing Gov. Brendan Byrne
(D). (No matter that Florio ran
against Byrne in the primary four
years ago and trounced Byrne's
hand-picked candidate in the
primary last June.)
Down in Virginia, the candidates are twopersonableyoung
conservatives, Lt. Gov. Charles
Robb (D) and Attorney General

Focus
by David Broder
Syndicated Columnisl

Marshall Cole man (R). Both men
happen to be ex-Marines, and the
camaraderie of the corps might
be thought sufficient immunity
against mudslinging. Not so.
Robb suggested in a sly commercial that Coleman might be
squishy-soft on crime because he
had once said that "marijuana is
not a serious criminal problem."
Rather than demanding proof of
the dubious proposition that it is
such a problem, Coleman put on
his own ad, inquiring
whether
Robb had been 'rsmoking
something funny."
What are voters to make of this

nonsense?
I think the voters of New
Jersey- or any of the other older
industrial states- are aware of
the drain of manufacturing jobs,
of the competitive threats of the
low-cost energy centers in the
South and West, and of the needs
for better education and more efficient delivery of services for the
dispossessed in the cities.
To chatter at these voters about
imaginary devils of uranium or
marijuana or other nonsense is to
insult them- and turn them away
from the polls.
Why do candidates do it? They
do it preemptively, because they
think the other guy will take some
cheap shot against them, if they
don't get in their own knee to the
groin First.
Joe White, the New York ad
man handling the Florio campaign, said, '1 used to think that
negative advertising was

something you only used at the
very end of a campaign- if ever.
But I did radio for a lot of
Democratic senators in 1980, and I
saw a lot of negative ads used early to undermine out guys, and
they were very effective. I'm not
oing to let that happen to Jim
Florio), so we've kept at least
one negative ad going all the
time."
That may make sense as a tactic, but it's like the merchant who
sticks a "fire sale" sign in the
window and just keps it there.
Eventually people figure out that
he's selling shoddy goods.
Unless and until the politicians
and their hired guns recognize
that the unremitting negativism
of their ad campaigns despoils the
very process in which they are inviting the voters to take part. I
think the public is going to be increasingly turned off. And the
public will be right.

Residents of Kohl Hall and
McDonald Quadrangle showed
what a true football game should
be like-FUN!! Over 600 residents
took part in a "Card Section"
seated in the student section of the
West side of the stadium. Their
fresh enthusiastic spirit
throughout the game was what
our football team and the University needed. They found out that
other fans besides the band can
get rowdy and enioy themselves
a* a sporting event.

two dorms met again at Kohl to
end a great day in a traditional
BGSU manner-a party!! And a
great one was that!

LettersComputers are better
than bells

Future graduating classes,
Elease take heed: When those
ells toll after your graduation,
I am glad to see that out of the
many needed, useful items that please keep the true needs of the
could have been donated to the campus in mind and save the
college, we have received a set of presents for Christmas.
fake hells in order that we may
Thomas Downing
have that ol' Falcon Spirit ringing
434 Complon Hall
in our hearts throughout the day. I
will not deny that they add a certain charm to the campus, but in a
Hail to Kelly comic
time of skyrocketing education
costs, it seems that the money strip characters
could have been put to better use.
Congratulations on Kelly! Most
Perhaps additional computer terminals could have been purchas- of the comic strips about campus
ed and placed in other dorms in life that I've read aren't nearly as
order to reduce the wait (and funny as this one promises to be.
walk) at the Math-Sci. building. Craig Kelly and Paul Chaucer
What about a scholarship fund represent the kind of guys found
dedicated to the class that all over B.G. I can't wait to see
donated the money? President how they make out in the campus
Reagan's education cutbacks jungle! Somehow Kelly makes it
have already been felt by many easier to laugh, and we see how
and those few extra dollars could the things that happen to all of us
mean a great deal to the truly here have been shared exneedy student. There are many periences. Keep up the good work,
alternatives that could be chosen, Hatcher and StepanskiT
these are onlv a few.

Respond.
If you would like to comment
on something in the News or
anything of interest to the campus or community, write to the
News.
The letter or guest column
should be typewritten, triple
spaced and signed. Please include your address and
telephone number for verification. Letters to the editor
should not be longer than 200
words and columns should not
be longer than 500 words.
The News reserves the right
to reject letters or portions of
letters that are in bad taste,
malicious or libelous. All are
subject to condensation.
The letters are the individual
opinions of the writers and the
accuracy of their statements
has not been checked by the
News.
Address your comments to:
Editor of the BG News. 106
University Hall.

I am impressed with the new
spirit that has arisen this fall. I
can only hope that it continues
and that the "Card Section"
becomes a tradition at BG's sporting events. Being present at the
Homecoming game (vs. Toledo),
Parents Day game (vs. Kent
State) and other athletic events,
would only show the alumni and
I can appreciate what the staffs the community what kind of
of both dorms went through to see. school spirit BGSU students have.
that this event got off the ground.

This kind of positive student
spirit and support is what the
campus needs. There are so many
positive things we as students can
do for each other to increase our
support towards activities on
campus. The staffs of Kohl and
McDonald came up with* a super
idea. Let's not have this kincf of
The two residence halls did not support disappear.
Greg Howard
524 E. Court St. only rely on the game to bring the
Bowling Groan campus community together.
All of the people that were inBefore the game, the two dorms volved with the "Card Section"
had a picnic lunch at the Com- should be commended. It is about
Mac-Kohl Bowl
mons and sat along Wooster St. to time that the campus community
to think positive and release
shows student spirit watch the Annual Shrine Parade. start
some of the hidden true unique
. This past weekend several hun- Who says watching a parade can't BGSU spirit.
dred BGSU students broke out of a be fun? After combining efforts at
David Zeh
mold as an eventful occurence the game to situate color coded
cards to cheer the Falcons on, the
155 Kohl Hall
took place.
It took a lot of time and dedicated
energies to make BG's first home
football game something unique
and interesting. The crowd on
hand (over 20,000) and the BGSU
Marching Band and their superb
performance, just added to the
day's festivities.

by Garry Trudeau
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Political science prof not surprised by slaying
by Mary Barnas
wire editor

The assassination of Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat did not
surprise Dr. Kathleen HowardMerriam, associate professor of
political science at the University
and former professor at the
American University in Cairo,
Egypt. She said she has seen it
corning for the past few years.
Howard-Mernam was born in
Egypt and returns to Egypt each
year to conduct research on Egyptian women agronymists. She nad

once met Sadat and traveled to a
conference with his wife.

Howard-Merriam said that people both abroad and domestically,
including members of the Egyptian government, were discontent
with Sadat's policies. She said it is
very difficult to get an accurate
picture of the Egyptian national
political environment by talking
to people in the country, but she
said she believes the "most disturbing aspect of Sadat was his
open-door economic policy." She

said this policy was launched in was linked to domestic economic
1974 by Sadat to revitalize the policy, she said, and there was a
'fear that Israel would get inEgyptian economy.
volved in Egypt's economy." She
THE WARS Egypt had been in- noted that Sadat should be comvolved in had Men costly and mended for trying to resolve
Sadat knew he had to do some- Egypt's economic problems.
Tor a while he was effective,"
thing, she said. He instituted Law
43, which expanded the public she said. "It is difficult to govern
sector and emphasized private a country which has limited reenterprise. The law was designed sources and a large population in
to encourage foreign investment, relation to land."
which appealed to the U.S.
Howard-Merriam said she
with U.S. government offiHowever, Egypt's foreign policy talked
cials in Washington about three
weeks ago and they said that
"sometime in the next few months

Newsbriefs
BG log.
OSU questions loss of grant
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Someone goofed,
and a 2.3 million federal grant that was announced for Ohio State University apparently
never materialized.
U.S. Rep. Chalmers P. Wylie (R-Ohio) and Dr.
Arthur White, chairman of Ohio State's department of science and mathematics, want to learn
why the grant went to Bank Street Teachers
College in New York City.
On Sept. 25, Wylie announced the U.S. Department of Education had awarded 2.3 million to
White's department for a prototype of an interactive television program for instruction aimed at
middle-school age groups.
White said he learned of the grant from Wylie's
office but was not able to confirm it with the
federal agency's contract office. White said he
later was told that office was preparing an award
- but not to Ohio State.
White said he received a "terse no comment"
when he tried to learn what happened to the
university's application for the funds.
It was revealed later that the award went to
the Bank Street college.
"We were notified that OSU was in the running
for a grant and we were checking on it," said Bob
Webner, the congressman's press aide.

The MINORITY AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, for
health-care professionals, will meet at 7 p.m. at
the Amaru" Room. Clarice Fooks, assistant dean of
admissions at the University of Cincinnati College
of Medicine, will be the speaker.
THE PHILOSOPHY CLUB will meet tonight at
7:30 in Antioch Library at St. Thomas Moore. The
film, Future Shock, will be shown. Free and open
to all.
An informative meeting concerning the
PLACEMENT SERVICES and job prospects for
graduate business students will be held tomorrow
at 11:30 a.m. in Room 106 of the Business Adininistration Bldg.
An ECONOMICS COLLOQUIUM SERIES will
be held today at 2:30 p.m. in Room 105 of the
Business Administration Bldg. Dr. Roland Buck
of the economics dept. will be the speaker.
The PERSHING RIFLES will meet tonight at
8:30 in the Perry Grogan Room of the Union.
Anyone interested in becoming a member of a
military drill team or tactics team is invited to
attend.

NOW OPEN
SALON ""OF THE
FUTURE

WOOSTER WINE CARRY-OUT
425 E. Wooster 352-8723
LARGE SELECTION OF BEERS & WINES

f time Jw/umMemenf

SAVE 01 RETURNABLE BEER BOTTLES

there is going to be a change," return the last third of the Sinai
referring to politics in Egypt.
Penninsula to Egypt on April 25,
1982.
HOWARD-MERRIAM said that Howard-Merriam speculated
one problem in Egypt was that that Sadat's death may give IsSadat was convinced he was the rael a reason for not living up to
only person that could govern its agreement. If this happens,
Egypt and. typical of most lead- Egypt would most likely side with
ers, he only surrounded himself the rest of the Arab world against
with advisors that agreed with Israel.
him and his philosophies.
.
. ,, _-. .
, __
A great deal will depend on
Sadat's friendly" relationship Egypt's new leader, she said,
with Israel since the 1978 Camp According to Egyptian law,
David Accords also has been un- Speaker of the Parliament, Dr.
popular, both with other Arab Sufi Abu Talib will act as interim
nations and domestically. Accord- president until new national elecing to the Accords, Israel is to tions can be held.

Faculty Senate votes to end
secrecy policy of search group
A resolution recommending
that the search committee for the
new University president adjust
its policies to end complete secrecy was adopted by a majority
of the Faculty Senate members
yesterday.
The resolution was proposed
after a number of faculty members commented to Richard
Ward, chairman of the Faculty
Senate, and others, following
Ward's convocation at the fir!
Faculty Senate meeting.
In his convocation, Ward exSlained to senate members that
le committee responsible for the
selection of the new president
would not comment on its progress until the Board of Trustees
announced the next president of
the University.

THE RESOLUTION states that
because the selection of a new
president is of vital concern to the
University community, the Faculty Senate expresses disappointment with the intention of the
Presidential Search and Screening Committee to keep all information regarding its procedures
and selection criteria confidential.
By adopting the resolution, Faculty"Senate ilrecommendine that
the committee adjust its policies
to allow some of their procedures
to be made public. Information
released would not discourage the
continued candidacy of qualified
applicants.
Since Ward is a member of the
search committee and must remain silent in opinion and infor-
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Several members spoke in favor of the resolution, citing the
need for the University community, as part of a public institution,
to "l
be „jllif„
aware ♦£!
of «,«,
the
"""u^,,"
A
^^tae
to^ertlffir^
1 810 select meir ne
S-T
"
PresiaeiwConfidentiality to protect the
interest of the candidates might
be justified, one member said.
But, it would be beneficial for both
students and faculty to be able to
meet the finalists.

I
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mation regarding the screening
committee, he temporarily turned
over his chair position to Ron
Stoner, chairman-elect of the Faculty Senate.
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Professors offer explanations for Sadat killing
by Associated Press

"Schools are on three sessions a
led to the assassination.
"I don't think it had anything to day. Buses and trains are hidTwo Ohio professors, both Is- do with the social problems, in my eously overcrowded. There are
lamic experts, disagree over the judgment," he said.
enormous traffic jams. The telereasons behind Tuesday's assassiphone system does not work very
nation of Egyptian President AnElgabri thinks the attempt was well," he said in citing a few of the
war Sadat, shot by soldiers who made because of Sadat's crack- problems.
charged his reviewing stand dur- down on Moslem-Christian strife.
KING described Sadat as a man
"This is a terrible thing to hap- of great compassion, but who was
ing a military parade in Cairo.
Dr. J. Roy lung, a professor of pen, really." Elgabri said of the
English at Wittenberg University shooting. Elgabri, who was born
in Springfield, said he believes the in Cairo and has lived in the
attack came as the result of Sa- United States for 22 years, visited
dat's inability to cope with mount- Egypt less than a year ago.
ing
social problems.
T
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
"EGYPT needs stability. It
'I think that the cause of it is
increasing dissatisfaction in does not need any of these trou- Egyptian and Israeli ambassaEgypt with his programs," said bles. It's no good for the country dors predicted Tuesday the Camp
King, 55, who recently returned or the people, he said. "The man David peace process will survive
from spending a year in Cairo on a was trying to do his best. I'm very the assassination of Anwar Sadat.
But U.S. and diplomatic sources
Fulbright Scholarship. "It's a upset.
matter of providing sufficient huKing said he was not suggesting agreed the death of the Egyptian
man and social services for peo- that Sadat was insensitive to the leader greatly complicates efforts
ple.
unresolved social issues in his to devise a lasting Arab-Israeli
"Many economists in Egypt feel country, but said the problems peace.
Sadat staked his career and his
the country cannot survive by the were so enormous and the reSear 2000 and (envision)... people sources so minimal that someone life on the Camp David accord
vine on the streets, a breakdown needs to be put in power to more and on good relations with the
in utilities and services."
effectively implement the the- United States. His death raised
immediate questions whether his
ories Sadat embraced.
ALI ELGABRI, director of interNumerous problems have fu- successors could, or would, follow
national affairs in the College of eled internal unrest, said King, that path.
Engineering at Ohio State Univer- who has visited and lived in Cairo
THOUGH SADAT'S successor,
sity, disagrees with King on what on three different occasions.

criticized "for not really working
at his job and taking long walks in
his garden."
Elgabri thinks Egypt, under
Sadat, had undergone a change
for the better.
"There's no doubt about it,"
Elgabri said. "If you go there, you
feel country nas definitely

changed. There's a lot more free- going into the pockets of people in
dom. People can speak their the administration," he saidT
minds.
King forsees a severe crackdown on the army as a result of
"But you can't please every- the attack on Sadat.
one."
"They will crack hard on all
"We're giving EL
3 million a organizations and that is a sad
day in foreign an Most of it is thing," Elgabri said.

Peace process to survive death of Sadat

j * * *

vice president Hosni Mubarak, is
considered a staunch friend of the
United States, it simply isn't
known whether his government
will be strong enough to follow
Sadat's policies - unpopular
among Egypt's Arab neighbors
and among Sadat's domestic opponents.
"We are very, very worried,"
said an Israeli source here who
didn't want to be identified. "It's a
very severe realization how shaky
the situation in Egypt is, and how
shaky the peace is.
There was no mistaking Sadat's
influence in American efforts to
establish a firm position in the
Middle East.
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spair, to think that we cannot go
forward."
Egyptian Ambassador Ashraf
Ghorbal said bis country will continue to pursue peace in the Middle East and close ties with the
United States.
Though Sadat and Israeli Prime
Minister Menachem Begin signed
the historic Camp David peace
accord in 1978, the final phase of
the process, giving autonomy to
the 1.2 million Palestinians in the
Israeli-occupied West Bank and
Gaza Strip, has remained elusive.
Sadat and Begin only recently
agreed on new negotiations,
which opened Sept. 23 in Cairo.
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Later Kissinger said, "The
Camp David process was based
on fundamental realities. President Sadat recognized these realities, but he didn't invent them.
and therefore these realities still
exist for us to build on. I think it
would be a terrible mistake for
America now to give way to de-
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"SADAT HAS BEEN the lynchpin of our policy," said a State
Department official." This is a
very serious blow." While Sadat's
fate was still in doubt, former
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger said of him, "If there is an
indispensable man in the diplomatic process, it is Sadat."
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Sadat broke precedent to bring world peace
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - Sept. 28,
1970 was a day of gloom in Egypt.
It was the day Gamel Abdel Nasser died of a heart attack, leaving
a void few thought could be filled
Into the void stepped Anwar
Sadat, a virtually unknown vice
president, and Egypt changed direction.
While Nasser led the Arabs in
wars ending in humiliation by
Israel, Sadat led them in what he
described as a "glorious Arab
victory" in the 1973 Middle East
War. Then, he became a peacemaker who stunned the world in
November 1977 by visiting Israel.
THE TRIP by the Egyptian president shattered Arab precedent
and was condemned by other
Arab leaders.
Within three years after taking
office, Sadat crushed one internal
revolt against him, expelled 15,000
Soviet advisers and started turning Egypt's orientation from the
Soviets to the United States.
He electrified the world in November 1977 when he declared he
would go to the ends of the earth,
"even to the Israeli Knesset (Parliament)" to discuss peace if it
would save even one Egyptian
soldier.
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Less than two weeks later, Sadat was in Israel, stunning his
own nation and horrifying most
other Arab leaders. The visit culminated in the 1978 U.S.-mediated
Camp David Accords that established peace between the two nations.

Abu AlKom, so remote the nearest bus route was a mile away. His
father was a civilian clerk in the
army; his mother was Sudanese.
His family later moved to Cairo
and Sadat entered the military
academy after it started admitting lower-class youths, graduating in 1938. One of his classmates
IN JULY 1977, Egypt and Libya was Nasser. During World War H,
clashed for five days along the
border from the Mediterranean
Sea south into the desert. The
skirmishes, military and verbal,
quickly subsided, but the rhetoric
WASHINGTON (AP) - The first
heated up from time to time.
test of President
In August of 1976, Sadat won congressional
arms sale to Saudi AraParliament's unanimous nomi- Reagan's
bia was postponed Tuesday after
nation for another six-year term. the
assassination of Egyptian
He vowed to liberate all Arab President
Sadat, but there
lands taken by the Israelis in the were signsAnwar
the
slaying
sway
1967 Middle East War and to es- some opponents to thecould
administablish a "Palestinian entity."
tration's side.
In the Senate, where the 8.5
Israel demanded most of Sadat's attention, even as he feuded billion package faced a formidawith or befriended Col. Moammar ble front of critics, Democrats
Khadafy, leader of Libya,, as he and Republicans suggested the
moved to strengthen economic president may now be able to
and political ties with Sudan, argue more persuasively that it is
Egypt's southern neighbor, and as essential to Dolster moderate rehe accepted financialaid from oil- gimes in the Middle East.
The House Foreign Affairs
rich Saudi Arabia.
Sadat, third president of Egypt, Committee, meanwhile, put off at
was born Christmas Day in 1918 in least until Wednesday its schedthe poor Nile Delta village of Mit uled vote on a resolution to veto
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SEN. ALAN CRANSTONfDCalif.), assistant minority leader
and a leading opponent of the sale,
predicted there would be a delay
In floor consideration.
Any postponement would require White House agreement to
interrupt the timetable leading to

the Nov. 1 deadline, before S>adat's death, the White House had
written off chances for a favorable vote in the House and acknowledged that it faced an uphill
battle in the Senate.
Summing up the changed circumstances, Cranston said,"On
the one hand, it will be argued
that if we've lost a friend in Egypt
we must not jeopardize our
relationship with another country
in the Mideast, Saudi Arabia... On
the other hand, with the unstable
environment in the Middle East it
will be argued that providing
those planes with their secret
equipment to the Saudis they will
fall into the wrong hands. That
argument is underscored" by the
shooting.

houea. Coma Krin ua from 0-10.
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BUT THERE WERE conflicting
signals in the Senate. One of 19
Republican opponents immediately switched in favor of the sale
of AW ACS radar planes and jetfighter equipment, and other senators suggested tne issue should
be put off indefinitely for re-evalutation.
Sen. Orrin Hatch (R-Utah) said,
"I'm going to reverse my vote on
AW ACS and support the president. We have to have the safeguards this deployment makes."
Hatch was one of a dozen Re-

publicans targeted by Reagan and
his strategists for a heavy dose of
presidential lobbying. The Senate
GOP leadership estimates it
would take that many switches
from the ranks of the opposition
and the uncommitted to forestall
a veto.
Senate Democratic leader Robert C. Byrd urged the Senate to
"take a step back ... until we see
how things fall into place."
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rural roots to build a "man of the
people" image.
Many say his subtle elegance
was due to his half-English second
wife, Jinan, by whom fie had three
daughters and a son. Under Islamic law, Sadat still was legally
married to his first wife, who
lived in the delta. He had three
daughters by her.

they became friends and often 1948, he drove a truck and worked
talked about ridding the country as a journalist.
of the British and the corrupt King
Farouk.
Sadat was well-educated and
taught himself English, German
AFTER the Allied victory, Sadat and Persian. A dapper man, he
wa* jailed twice for involvement leaned to British-tailored suits
in assassination plots against roy- and smoking jackets. His dazzling
alist politicians but was acquitted smile came across well on teleboth times. Released from jail in vision, where he has used his
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BG VS MIAMI *

-SPECIAL TWO PERSON
RATE

t

TWO BEDROOM APTS.
-$250.00-FURNISHED

SAT. OCT. 10

*

-ALL UTILITIES INCLUDEC
EXCEPT LIGHTS

HALLMARK CARDS
CLEARANCE SALE
50% OFF

CHER.RYWOOD CLUB
REC CENTER '
WITH HEATED POOL

PH 352-9378

JMeadov. view Court*
J
Apartments . ♦
♦

♦

♦ APARTMENTS FOR RENT ♦

ALL HALLMARK EVERYDAY CARDS
ALL HALLMARK Giftwarp, Bows, & Ribbon
ALL HALLMARK STATIONERY
ALL HALLMARK PARTY GOODS
PLUS: 50% off ALL HALLMARK Seals,
Invitations, Candies, Albums, Cookie
cutters, Balloons & Swizzle Sticks

'Special Two Person
Rate on 2 Bedroom
Apartments

'Swimming Pool
"Sauna
'Game room
'party room.

Supply Limited - No Rainchecks
Tuesday October 6 Through Saturday October 10.

VOLUNTEERS IN
PROGRESS
Organizational
Meeting

Wed. Oct. 7,1981
8:00 P.M.
TOWN ROOM
i University Union I

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING

214Napolean
' 352-1195

m

Hours: 8-5 Monday - Friday,
♦

9-5Saludrday
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Sports
Stolz looking for answers to put Oakland's Norris handcuffs Kansas City
0-4 Falcons in the win column
Here we go again.
That is a phrase that has been
on my mind more than once these
last few weeks, while watching
Bowling Green drop its first three
football games. And yet, I have
usually dismissed it as a passing
thought, because I saw moments
of promise in the Falcons' play at
Ohio and Michigan State.
But there comes a time when
such speculation no longer holds
water in the face of more
adversity.
IT BECAME all too clear
Saturday that this estimation was
unrealistic for a football team
that finished seventh in the MidAmerican Conference a year ago
and 4-7 overall. BG frittered away
one scoring opportunity after
another in the first half of the
Western Michigan loss, before
being thoroughly outplayed the
rest of way.
BG's offensive miscues were
not the only causes of the
outcome. The Falcons secondary,
which can best be described as
leaky, allowed Western's Tom
George ample room for
dissection.
Then too, the Broncos used thenbalanced offense to its greatest
advantage. Their running game
pounded out 253 yards, while they
passed for 169 more. It was the
dominating, physical brand of
football that consumes time
through lengthy drives and zaps
the opposition's strength as well.
THERE WAS even talk from
some of the Western officials in
the press box at halftime that the

KANSAS CITY (AP) - Wayne
Gross hit a three-run homer, and
Mike Norris, who twice escaped
bases-loaded jams, limited Kansas City to four singles, leading
an offensive lineman at defensive Oakland to a 4-0 victory over the
middle guard. The switching will Royals in the opener of the Ameriundoubtably continue until Stolz can League West Division playfinds some consistency.
offs last night.
Gross slammed a 2-1 pitch from
Stolz said last week that what
right-hander Dennis Leonard over
Chris Sherk
his
team
needs
most
right
now
is
the right-field fence in the fourth
sports editor
momentum. That sure sounds
inning. All three runs were ungood, but achieving it is another earned because of a throwing erfirst two periods were among the matter. And with the MAC's top- ror by third baseman George
Broncos' finest to date. One
rated rushing defense clogging
Brett on what would have been the
official went so far as to say that BG's ground traffic this weekend, third out of the inning.
the performance was the best he gaining momentum may be up in
had seen while at the Kalamazoo the air - via the pass.
campus.
BG's list of jnjured continued to
HOUSTON (AP) - Houston
If anything, those superlatives grow following tne Western game.
catcher Alan Ashby clubbed a
More banged up and bruised
should suggest that the Falcons
needed to play errorless football starters were sidelined during the two-out, two-run homer over the
right field fence in the ninth incontest, compounding Stolz's
to have a chance. They didn't;
ning and Nolan Ryan shut down
personnel deficiencies. Shawn
thus the 21-7 result.
Potts, the MAC'S top split end last Los Angeles on two hits to lead the
Astros to a 3-1 victory in the first
But just as easily as the Falcons week, exited the Western game
could have reversed Saturday's
with a leg injury, while BG's ace game of their National League
outcome by tallying once or twice blocking back, Tom Glendening, western Division playoff last
aggravated a shoulder ailment;
in the first half, they could still
night.
turn things around this fall. With center Jim Schumann has missed The second game of the best-oftwo conference losses, BG is down most of the last two games with a five playoff series is scheduled for
leg injury. Lost for the season is this afternoon, with Houston's Joe
but not out. A win over Miami
flanker Curt Lewis, who wrecked Niekro facing Los Angeles' Jerry
here Saturday would go a long
way in changing the losing trend. a knee on BG's first possession of Ruess.
Ashby's two-run shot came off
However, BG is lacking in
the second half.
Dodger relief pitcher Dave Stewseveral areas right now, the
There is growing speculation
offensive line and the defensive
art, who relieved starter Fersurrounding Falcon football this nando Valenzuela in the ninth.
secondary needing the most
Stewart struck out Cesar Cedeno
attention. That was the story four week. An 0-4 start, numerous
to start the inning and then got Art
weeks ago, and unless some large injuries to key personnel, a
scale changes are made in either suspect defensive secondary - all Howe on a fly ball to Ken Landlegitimate concerns for Stolz and reauz in center field.
area soon, that will be the story
his staff. Finding answers to what
But pinch-hitter Craig Reynolds
six weeks from now.
BG HEAD COACH Denny Stolz appears to be a very questionable then hit a single up the middle
is looking all over for answers. He outlook this season may be about before Ashby came on and hit the
as difficult for Stolz as finding
first pitch thrown to him by Stewhas put a wide receiver at a
ways of plugging up the holes of art into the Astrodome's mezzadefensive corner, a defensive
back into the offensive backfield, his secondary.
nine level.

Sideline

Leonard, who had shut out the
A's the two previous times he
faced them this season, surrendered only seven hits in his eight
innings of work.
Dwayne Murphy hit a 3-2 pitch
for a solo home run with one out in
the eighth.

with the ball and both runners
were safe.

Then Gross, who hit only .206 for
the season, slammed a Leonard
fast ball over the right field fence,
aided by a strong wind. Leonard.
13-11 for the season, had retired
eight straight batters until walkWith one out in the Oakland ing Murphy.
fourth, Murphy drew a walk, the
first given up by Leonard. After Norris, who won his first six
Keith Drumright grounded out, decisions of the year and finished
Tony Armas hit a sharp grounder 12-9, consistently handcuffed the
to Brett, whose throw bounced in Royals with an array of offspeed
the dirt. First baseman Willie deliveries. He struck out two and
Aikens was unable to come up walked three.

Ashby home run in ninth defeats Dodgers
Ryan, who pitched a recordbreaking fifth career no-hitter in
his last start against the Dodgers,
finished with seven strikeouts and
allowed only a first-inning single
by Landreaux and Steve Garvey's
seventh-inning home run.
Valenzuela, who befuddled the
Astros on two hits through five

innings, weakened briefly in the
sixth when the Astros scored their
first run.
Valenzuela, the 20-year-old National League strikeout champion, and Ryan, trying for his
second straight victory over the
Dodgers, dueled closely through
the early innings.

Browns name 49ers' Bahr
to replace kicker Jacobs
CLEVELAND (AP) - The
Cleveland Browns wasted no time
in getting a toe-hold on a new
place kicker yesterday, signing
Matt Bahr of the San Francisco
49'ers in return for an undisclosed
draft choice to replace Dave Jacobs, who was booted Monday.
Browns spokesman Chuck
Fisher said that Bahr, 25, a former consensus All-Amencan at
Perm State who played for Pittsburgh for two seasons before join-

ing the 49'ers, will join the team
immediately.
,
His first assignment will be
against his former Steeler teammates at a game Sunday in Pittsburgh.
Jacobs was able to convert only
four of 12 field goal attempts in
the Browns' first five games. He
missed one field goal attempt and
a crucial extra point try in the
Browns 27-16 loss to the Los Angeles Rams last Sunday.

115 W. Merry

352-9157

Best Prices In Town
Banana
Chips

Sesame
Stix
(unsalted)

Sunflower
Seeds

Corn
Nuts

Sesame
Stix
(salted)

Sesame
& Nuls

California
Mix

Executive
Mix

Trail
Mix

FRESH GROUND
PEANUT BUTTER
$1.99 per lb.
S COLLEGE

(Bring Container)
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START YOUR WEEKEND K1CKIN' AT DALLAS 7

THURSDAY DRINK SPECIALS
FROM I I A M lolAM

LIVE MUSIC 7 NITES A WEEK
FREE COVER WITH THIS AD TIL OCT. 15
866-6981
ENJOY GOOD FOOD AT

VENNVS HAY LOFT
MEX AMERICA! CUISIIE
BBQ CHICKEN 8 RIBS

rtf*

t0&

OTHER DAILY SPECIALS
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
1110MTWR
11-12 Fri.
4-12 Sat.
4-9 Sun.
LOCATED AT DALLAS V 2518 S. Reynolds 866-9412

WHAT TO DO
AFTER COLLEGE.
is o question a lot of younc people m high school and college
ote asking then, even if you get tl e finest college degree, where can
you use it meaningfully'
Pethops the onswer lies m becoming on Air Force officer through Air
Force ROTC We hove many different career areas »n which speciairsts
of atl kinds ore needed And os an Air Force commissioned officer you
con hove unequaled opportunity for leadership and management ex
penence, plus an excellent starting sokin/ and benedts package
Consider Air Force ROTC os a golewoy to o great way ot life Tor you
Find out about the benefits of a four, three or two year scholarship that
pays S100 o moQth, tuition, book costs ond IOD ond incidentoi fees
Couple thai with what will be wailing after graduation, and you hove
the answer to what you ve been looking for
Department of Aerospace Studies
164 Memorial Hall

Phone: 372-2176 or 372-2177

ROTC
Gatewoy to o great way of life.
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There's a brighter future
waiting for you at
J.B. Robinson Jewelers.

Management
J.B. Robinson Jewelers, Inc.. a member of
W.R. Grace & Co., Is one of America's fastest
growing and most successful retailers of diamonds and fine jewelry. We Ye looking for
success-oriented management people with
strong communication skills to loin our Executive Development Program. We provide
career opportunities for fhe Individual Interested In Retail Management. Our training
program develops a career path from successful store management to district and
regional management. Your training will be
In one of our over 70 store* in ten different
•tales, with our future protection of over 180
stores by 1985
We offer a competitive salary, bonuses,
liberal benefits and excellent advancement potential. If you're an enthusiastic,
determined self-starter who desires to move
up with a rapidly growing company, see
our College Representative or send us
your resume.

We will be on campus:
Friday, October 16th
Jb ROBINSON JEWELERS. INC.
a GA*CE company
600 Statler Office lower
112 7 Euclid Avenue • Cleveland. Ohio 44115

YOURSELF!
TO HAVE
YOUR
YEARBOOK
PORTRAIT
TAKER
Portraits Start
October 12
The Key Office
310 Student Services
Call 372-0086 for
Appointment

Rebate offered RING DAYS Only.
Wednesday and Thursday, October 8 and 9
Hours: 10:00 • 4:00
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building
Hours: Monday - Friday: 8:00 - 5:00
Saturday 9:00-5:00

